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Intelligent Technologies
for Environmental
Protection and
Economic Efficiency.

Your partner for expertise
in sustainable solutions.
Conserving
resources and
protecting the
environment
with intelligent
solutions.
As resources are limited,
sustainability is a global
challenge.
Energy efficiency is an
important step towards
greater sustainability in
stationary and
mobile technology.
HYDAC has spent years
developing intelligent and
energy-efficient products
and solutions to help you
to make your operations
sustainable.
This allows you to save
natural and financial
resources in the long term.
Using energy efficiently is
only one way to increase
sustainability.
Other important methods are
increasing service life and
optimizing new and existing
plants in hydraulics, fluid
technology and electronics.

With over 8,000 employees, HYDAC is one of the leading international suppliers for
fluid technology and hydraulic and electronic equipment. With our broad product range
and specialist expertise in development, manufacturing, sales and service,
staff in the HYDAC group provide solutions for all kinds of challenges
in all industries worldwide.

Environmental management.
Our quality and environment certification to
ISO 9001/2000 and ISO 14001 denotes
first-class quality and a responsible attitude
to the environment and resources.

Global and
yet local.
With over 45 overseas
companies and more than 500
sales and service partners,
HYDAC is your reliable partner at
an international level.

System solutions.
One supplier.
One contact.
HYDAC is on hand to help you to
find the perfect solution –
for almost any application,
from the component
to the complete system.
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Energy-efficient models can be
recognized by their green
'HYDAC ENERGY SAVING' logo.
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Sustainable solutions
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We reconcile ecology and
with sustainably efficient
Sustainable solutions
for mobile and stationary applications
in all industries –
HYDAC can help you to
implement your
sustainability strategy.
With energy-efficient
engineering,
we create solutions that
conserve resources
and reduce strain
to your budget:
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economy,
technologies:
Hydraulics

Movement

Electronic controls,
solenoids,
control sensors

Fluidcare

Technology
platforms

Filters

Condition monitoring

Coolers

Optimized components.
Every component should be checked for its sustainability.
This includes having a lightweight and compact design
to save valuable resources and energy-efficient engineering
to minimize power consumption.

Hydraulic hybrid technology.
In hydraulic systems, energy can be stored temporarily
by means of hybrid solutions. These solutions can be used for
energy recovery and for weight-load compensation.
In addition to the integrated system approach,
the key component for this technology is the hydraulic accumulator.

Efficient system solutions.
HYDAC system solutions are designed to be energy-efficient.
Systems and hydraulic subsystems boast energy-saving technology.
Frequency-controlled drive solutions (HYDAC KineSys), leak-free valves and
low noise levels are just a few of our development goals.

Fluid conditioning and fluid monitoring.
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Filtering, cooling and fluid monitoring are vital factors in making fluids
last as long as possible and thus prolonging the service life of machinery and systems.
For example, a 10% increase in operating fluid temperature
reduces service life by a half.
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Optimized
components.
Sustainability
and efficiency
thanks to
specific optimization
of established products

Special accumulators –
increase in energy density
KWh/kg.
Product features:
Up to 85% lighter than standard accumulators,
up to 30% more energy content
Fields of application:
Cars, utility vehicles, railway vehicles,
distribution vehicles,
mobile working machines, industry
Customer benefits:
- Lower transport weight
- Lower fuel consumption
- Better vehicle dynamics
- Maintenance more straightforward
- Requires less space
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 3.305

Screw-in valve mini-valves
Product features,
compared with NG08 valves:
Size up to –67%, weight up to –50%,
pressures – 350 bar, flow rates – 20 l/min,
Complete range in NG6
Fields of application:
Mobile technology
Customer benefits:
- Minimal space requirements
- Lower power consumption
- Maximum capacity

Hydraulic accumulator

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no.E 51.400

Load-sensing switching valve.
Product features:
Load-carrying hydraulic control, bypass
nozzle and fuse integrated into the block
Fields of application:
Mobile working machines
Customer benefits:
- Large energy-saving potential thanks to
needs-based consumer supply
- Reduced space requirements
as smaller pumps can be selected
- Energy-efficient supply reduces emissions
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 5.280
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Mini-valve NG 10 Mini-valve NG 6
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Load-sensing
switching valve

Load-sensing control block
with section-based design.
Product features:
Control blocks as a flexible module systems,
precisely adjusted to suit customer needs,
extra modules can be added subsequently
Fields of application:
Mobile working machines
Customer benefits:
- Only the power that is actually needed
is transmitted to the consumers
- Energy savings for operation
of fixed displacement pumps,
as circulation ∆p can be lowered

Load-sensing control block LX-6

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no.E 5.280

Pressure control valve module with no oil leakage.

Pressure control valve

Product features:
Save energy and oil thanks to leak-free supply with
reduced pressure, to ports A, B and P
Fields of application:
Clamping hydraulics, machine tools, presses,
loading/conveying devices, mobile hydraulics, etc.
Customer benefits:
- Low heating of oil
- Energy-efficient thanks for poppet valve technology
- Oil is not needed constantly for pressure reduction
Infos: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 5.304

Filters for process technology.
Product features:
Coarse, fine and ultrafine filters for prefiltration of process media.
Avoid costly consequences with perfect prefiltration – use HYDAC
process filters to safeguard and optimize your process functions.
This gives you the advantage of lower maintenance and production
costs while reducing harm to the environment.
Fields of application:
Membrane procedures, thermal procedures,
UV systems, ozonation systems
Customer benefits:
- Improved service life for downstream fine filters and membranes
- Reduced maintenance costs thanks to longer service intervals
- Reduction in power consumption
- Consistent product quality
- Reduced operating costs
- Sustainable protection of natural water resources
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.700, brochure no. E 7.807

ECOmicron® filter elements.
Product features:
Multi-layer fibreglass fabric, core support, caps and protective
jacket made from plastic capable of incineration: Filtration ratings:
3, 5, 10, 20 µm (to ISO 16889)/collapsing stability: 10 bar
Fields of application:
Mobile working machines, paper industry, etc.
Customer benefits:
- Straightforward, environmentally friendly disposal
- Particularly low pressure loss
- Low weight, low transport costs
- Long, reliable service life thanks to bypass function

AutoFilt® RF3

Pressure filter
DFFX

ECOmicron®

Product features:
The innovative filter head has been designed with larger crosssections to reduce pressure loss. Fluid passes through it in an L
shape. The energy-efficient filter design is available in the sizes
DFFX 330, 500, 660 (one-part and two-part version), 990 and 1320.
Nominal pressure: 420 bar/flow rate: up to 650 l/min
Fields of application:
Plastic injection moulding machines, presses, offshore,
steelworks, mining, agricultural machinery and
general applications with higher flow rates
Customer benefits:
- Reduced energy costs thanks to optimized flow control,
leading to minimized pressure loss
- Reliable separation of contaminated and clean sides thanks to
use of 100% leaktight poppet valves in the filter head
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.501
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DFFX pressure filters for reversible oil flow –
optimized to reduce pressure loss.
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Optimized components

Infos: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.207

Hydraulic
hybrid technology.
Sustainability
and efficiency
thanks to
intelligent
energy recovery

Energy recovery.
In hydraulic systems, hybrid solutions can be used
to temporarily store energy. The key element of
such systems is the hydraulic accumulator. HYDAC
hydraulic accumulators store excess energy during
the reduced-load phase (motor idle, braking or
lowering load energy) and release it under fullload conditions, making efficient use of energy.

Accumulators –
the new formula in hybrid production.

Hydraulic
accumulators

Hybrid drives for vehicles or machines have at
least two energy sources. The first is generally
a combustion engine (diesel, petrol, gas)
or an electric motor. The energy-storing
hydraulic accumulator can be used as the second
source of power in the hybrid system.
Even though the drive does not rely on
energy recovery to function, a consistent use
of hybrid technology does open up appealing
savings potential.
Using HYDAC's hydraulic accumulators and
intelligent system solutions results in a significant
reduction in fuel consumption and brake wear,
and ultimately an increase in productivity.

Combustion engine

HYBRID
Energy converter

Force

Accumulators in the hybrid system

Working load

Accumulators in the hybrid system.
Base load
Compensation force

Residual load
Stroke

Active heave compensation: material handler

Traction drive

Practical example: handler

Energy accumulator
charging

Energy recovery

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 10.140
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Power

Energy accumulator
discharging

Practical example:
wheel loader
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Time

Traction drive: wheel loader

Actions/strategies:
- Energy recovery
- Boost operation
- Downsizing
- Operating point shift/phlegmatization
- Hydraulic start/stop operation
- Decoupling of secondary consumers
Product features/benefits:
- Very high power density (up to 600 kW)
- Low capacity losses
- Can be used within a broad temperature range
- Tried-and-tested safety devices
- Inexpensive power storage
Customer benefits:
- Extended implementation options (e.g. indoors)
- Less complex after-treatment of exhaust gases
- Reduced brake wear
- Reduced fuel consumption
- Increased productivity
- Noise protection
- CO2 reduction

Innovative hybrid solutions.

360 kJ = 60 kW x 6 s

1,930 mm

Hydraulic accumulators with lightweight design
are given a low weight by circumferential winding
of carbon fibres around their steel body or by full
composite structure with inner plastic liner and
carbon fibre winding. Aluminium or other materials
are other alternatives for optimizing weight.
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 3.305

0 km/h

120 kg

30 km/h

A 50-litre hydraulic accumulator with a maximum pressure
of 400 bar can provide roughly 360 kJ = 0.1 kWh (adiabatic)

Double piston accumulator
provide consistently optimum intake conditions
on the inlet side and have higher energy and
power capacities than conventional systems with
a high-pressure and a low-pressure side –
the perfect basis for innovative energy-saving
solutions for hydraulic load compensation.
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 3.554

Special hydraulic blocks
are designed and produced in close cooperation
with the customer. They safeguard the efficiency,
functionality and reliability of the entire hybrid system.

3.6 t

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 2.800

1,930 mm

Tried-and-tested standard components.
Accumulator range
All types of bladder, piston, diaphragm accumulators,
including those for pressure vessels
(for downstream connection) from a single source

10 m

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 30.000
120 kg

Tried-and-tested safety devices
Safety and shut-off blocks, gas safety valves,
blow-out discs and fuses
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 3.552

Sensors for monitoring
Pressure sensors, position sensor systems
and oil-condition sensors
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 10.133

Control units
compliant to EN 13849
for almost all requirement types (SIL2/3 or PLd)
Extensive valve portfolio
Direction control, proportional,
flow control and pressure valves
Tried-and-tested standard components

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 53.000

Mounting technology
Hinge-band clamps and bolt clamps, brackets

Innovative hybrid solutions
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Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 61.000
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Hydraulic hybrid technology

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 18.500

Efficient
system solutions.
Sustainability
and efficiency
thanks to
intelligent
pooling of
optimized
components

Optimized HYDAC systems
for optimum power/energy balance.
Increased productivity combined with energy savings is
a common requirement nowadays. High costs for energy and
raw materials dictate high levels of efficiency in the systems.
To implement this, HYDAC relies on high standards in R&D and
a product range with breadth and depth.

Compact power unit CO3.

CO3

Product features:
Combination of compact power unit CO3 and high-lengthwise
stacking system, modular setup for control logic,
frequency-controlled double pump, effective engine cooling,
permanent oil cooling/conditionings in pressure-retention operation:
TM design (tuned monolithic design)
Fields of application:
Auxiliary functions in lathes, clamping function in machine tools,
flow rate customized to suit needs of the consumers in the machine
Customer benefits:
- Minimum space requirements
- Individual extension and exchange options
- Standby operation quiet with high energy savings
- Top reliability in continuous operation
- Plug & play commissioning
- Low-leakage, low-loss setup
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 5.310

Controlled cooling systems.
Refrigerated fluid chiller system

Controlled cooling system

Product features:
Energy-efficient and resource-saving cooling systems thanks to
speed-controlled fan motors, water regulator valves
for plate heat exchanger and fluid cooling systems,
along with patented mixer technology for cooling units
Fields of application:
Hydraulic systems, machine tools, mobile working machines
Customer benefits:
- Maximum cooling capacity optionally with fixed-value control
or high-precision differential-temperature control
- Pleasantly low noise level
- Low power consumption
- Minimal space requirements
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 5.700
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AutoFilt® RF9 regenerative filter systems.
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Product features:
In the AutoFilt® RF9 automatic filter, HYDAC combines its expertise and
innovative drive in an interdisciplinary connection of solid filter technology
and tried-and-tested piston accumulator equipment.
What sets the AutoFilt® RF9 apart is its patented hydropneumatic
back-flushing technology and secure media separation.
Fields of application:
Filtration of fuel, cooling lubricants and lubricants
Filtration rating: 1 µm to 500 µm
Pmax: 16 bar
Qmax: 9000 l/min
Customer benefits:
- Efficient back-flushing with secured media separation
- Large filtering surface with compact design
- Secured media separation
- Cleaning with no pressure loss
Infos: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.811

AutoFilt® RF9

HYDAC KineSys drive system.
When an energy-efficient machine or system is required,
an adapted drive system is called for. To help with this,
we can analyse your particular functions and drive task and
offer you a customized solution for your application.
We make use of our variable-speed (DVA) motor-pump groups
and electromechanical axles from our product range.
Depending on the application, different strategies are selected for the
drive tasks, from a simple control right up to highly dynamic controls.
We can make use of numerous test benches and simulation systems.
It makes no difference whether it is a case of developing and
manufacturing individual stationary and mobile systems or
implementing series production solutions.

HYDAC KineSys DVA Kit –
DVA as preconfigured systems.

Servo pump

KineSys motor-pump units are a user-friendly and energy-efficient
solution for use in small to medium-sized constant pressure systems.
The pre-configured systems comprise a standard electric motor with
an integral frequency inverter coupled to an external gear pump.
A connection block with pump fuse and optional accumulator
completes the system.
Product features:
- Valve block can be connected directly to the pump flange
- Rating from 0.75–22 kW
- Optional internal gear pump
- Tank installation also possible with adapter block
- Preconfigured plug & play solution
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 10.146.2

To achieve simple linear movement, HYDAC electric cylinders (HEZ)
are ideal as they are simple to install and are maintenance-free.
Just as with the variable speed drive, various drive designs can be
selected, from simple to highly accurate positioning.
Product features:
- Positioning force up to 25 kN dynamically
- Positioning speeds up to 1 m/s
- Stroke up to 2,000 mm
- Duty cycle up to 100%, depending on design
- Various sensors can be installed to determine position
- Other characteristics are also possible,
depending on the application
DVA Kit

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 10.146.1

HYDAC KineSys.
From the component to the individual drive system solution.

HEZ

E 10.142.1/03.15

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 10.146
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Efficient system solutions

HYDAC KineSys electric cylinder (HEZ).

Fluidengineering. Fluid monitoring
and fluid conditioning.
Sustainability
and efficiency
thanks to
fluid
engineering
with a
scientific basis

Fluid conditioning with
the perfect strategy.
A filtration strategy perfect in all aspects,
continuous online monitoring and effective
conditioning of the fluid in hydraulic
systems guarantee operational stability,
productivity and reductions in
operating costs of up to 30%.
HYDAC offers a complete package:
Filtration and fluid conditioning:
- Optimicron® elements
in Stat-Free® technology
- Varnish Mitigation Unit (VMU)

Environmental
protection and
extension of fluid
service life.
Reduction in fluid consumption
Prevention and removal of
oil-ageing products
Preventive maintenance
Extending fluid service life
by up to 100%

Cooling:
- Optimized and temperature-controlled
cooling systems

E 10.142.1/03.15
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HYDAC products and services
for technical cleanliness:
- Complete labs
- Extraction devices
- Lab services in our laboratories
or on your premises
- Process chain analyses
- Flushing rigs
- Filter technology and filtration strategies

cl

The increased performance
requirements for power units, systems,
engines and gearboxes and on the
warranty necessitate higher quality
standards and process assurance – one
aspect of this is technical cleanliness.
To assist with this, HYDAC offers an
extensive product range, from
individual laboratory instruments to
the construction of entire labs. HYDAC
service teams also carry out analyses
with mobile labs or in the HYDAC largescale lab, in line with industrial
standards or customer specifications.
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Technical cleanliness for
quality assurance.
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Measurement and analysis systems:
- CM expert for online monitoring
(particulate/metallic contamination,
water saturation, oil condition)
- Lab equipment
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Technical
cleanliness.
Improved quality
in manufactured parts
Increased system availability
Reduction in part shortages/
pre-delivery failures
Monitoring throughout
production process
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Energy efficiency.
Minimization of
pressure loss in components
Optimization of
switch-off times/downtime
Energy-efficient
machine cooling
Up to 30% reduction
in thermal and energy stress

Efficiency through optimization.
Whether new systems are being
built or existing ones optimized,
HYDAC solutions can considerably
prolong the service life of fluids.
With the further reduction of fluid
loss and power consumption of up
to 30%, the efficiency of production
systems increases.
Hydraulics:
- Power units with accumulator charge
operation, variable-speed pump drives
Cooling lubricants:
- Differential pressure-optimized
coaxial valves
- Process booster block PBB
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Service, spare parts,
system availability.
Worldwide service and spare parts
Customized service solutions
Rapid and reliable
on-site support
Integrated system approach
increases system availability

Filtration:
- Differential pressure-optimized filters
with Stat-Free® technology

Worldwide service.
The HYDAC service centre, provided in
conjunction with its partners, offers a
complete service package.
It can provide the perfect service
for any application.
Mobile labs enable repair and
maintenance work to be carried out on
site quickly, even during production.
This increases system availability,
productivity and profitability. With
over 45 subsidiaries and 500 sales and
service partners, HYDAC can guarantee
fast delivery of spare parts in addition
to worldwide service.
HYDAC services for
customer service worldwide:
- Inspection
- Servicing
- Maintenance
- Repairs
- Calibration
- Equipment rental
- Training
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Fluid conditioning and fluid monitoring
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Cooling:
- Variable-speed fans
- Implementation of mixer technology
- Reduction of flow loss in
plate heat exchangers
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Services and product from an expert sourc
Stat-Free® filter elements.
Product features:
Protection from electrostatic discharge thanks
to charging-optimized filter mat, O-ring caps,
support tubes made from conductive material
Fields of application:
Plastic injection moulding machines, machine tools,
presses, turbine lubrication, mobile hydraulics, etc.
Customer benefits:
- Protection from sparks, low-speed detonation, explosion
- High performance/service life of oil and filter element
- High operational reliability
- Fewer oil changes, less varnish
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.017

OffLine Filter
OLF 15 CM

Mobilemicron® filter elements.
Stat-Free®

Optimicron®

Mobilemicron®

Product features:
Plastic fibres, multi-layer support, improved cold-start behaviour and particularly low pressure loss and energy requirements
Filtration ratings: 8, 10, 15 bar
Collapsing stability: 10 bar
Fields of application:
Mobile working machines, etc.
Customer benefits:
- Low weight, less power consumption
thanks to improved cold-start behaviour
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.211

Optimicron® filter elements.
Product features:
HYDAC Optimicron® boasts a variety of
innovative and optimized features:
- Unique HELIOS pleat geometry
- Innovative, integrated drain system
- New upstream drain system
- Powerful filter materials
- Expanded fineness spectrum
- Optimized filter element shell
Fields of application:
Universal application
Customer benefits:
- Superior performance profile
- 30% less differential pressure
- Improved energy efficiency

Filter-tank system

Info: www.hydac.com/ brochure no. 7.220
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Air from oil filtration.
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Complex
filter-cooler-tank unit

RMTR
return line filters

Directive 97/68/EC calls for the emissions of mobile machines
to be reduced. When extra components need to be attached to
engines, space becomes incredibly restricted. As a result, tanks
become smaller and more complex, creating problems with air
in the oil, oil ageing, less efficient pumps and cavitation damage.
RMTR in-tank filters:
Element optimized for degassing and flow, with integrated
bypass valve and magnetic plug.
Customer benefits:
- High operational reliability
- Less wear
- Extended service lives, oil remains useable for longer
- Tanks significantly smaller
- Any tank geometry can be chosen
Info: www.hydac.com/ brochure no. E 7.020, brochure no. E 7.777

OXiStop

VMU –
Varnish Mitigation Unit

TCU – Transformer Care Unit

ce. Global yet local.
Condition monitoring:
measuring, analyzing,
conditioning.

Fluid conditioning with OffLine Filter.
Product features:
OffLine Filter for stationary use in the bypass flow
with integrated fluid sensors to monitor and display
particle contamination, water saturation and oil
temperature
Fields of application:
Machine tools, plastic injection moulding machines,
processing machines, test benches, presses, etc.
Customer benefits:
- Elements trap large amount of dirt
- Increased services lives
- Less frequent oil change
- Can be incinerated –
environmentally friendly disposal
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.914

OXiStop stops oil oxidation.

Measurement and analysis systems

HYDAC
FluidCareCenter.

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.657

VMU – Varnish Mitigation Unit.
Product features:
Fluid conditioning unit for the effective separation of
oil-ageing products (varnish) from mineral oils
Areas of application:
Preparation of contaminated oils (varnish,
varnish-like incrustations in the fluid and
ageing products not soluble in oil, gels
that pass through the filter)
Customer benefits:
- Increased operational reliability for the systems
thanks to reduced deposits in hydraulic valves
- Increased fluid service life
- For new systems of retrofitting

For the application-focused development,
enhancement and optimization of filter solutions,
HYDAC operates its own research and
development centre, which covers 5,000 m2
and is the only one of its kind in the world.
At the HYDAC FluidCareCenter, fundamental
knowledge on fluids and their properties is
increased, developments are scrutinized on
the test bench and ideas are made ready for
practical implementation. The effectiveness
and profitability are outlined.

FluidCareCenter

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.643

TCU – Transformer Care Unit.
Product features:
Fluid conditioning unit for degassing,
dewatering and filtering insulation oil
Fields of application:
Transformers of all kinds
Customer benefits:
- Extends the service life of transformers
- High operational reliability
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.620

Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 79.000

Multi-pass
test bench

Bubble point
test bench

The knowledge pooled at the HYDAC
FluidCareCenter extends far beyond visible
equipment, penetrating the in-depth subjects of
filtering gases, oils and water.
The synergies arising from this expertise,
the information gained from experience
worldwide and the HYDAC group’s
extensive product range are incorporated
into every filter solution that is developed.
Info: www.hydac.com/brochure no. E 7.128

Electrostatic
test bench

High flow
test bench
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Product features:
Tank solution with integrated hydraulically driven
degassing and dewatering power unit
Fields of application:
Hydraulics, piston systems, presses, mills, etc.
Customer benefits:
- Tank volume typically reduced by a factor of 10
- Smaller oil quantities with longer fluid service life
- Improved process speeds thanks to higher
degree of filling of pumps and less cavitation
in the system
- Membrane prevents ambient
contamination from entering
('air-tight packaging' of oil)
- Higher system cleanliness as deposits are
prevented in the tank and on oil-wetted surfaces
by continuous degassing, dewatering and
more effective filtration

HYDAC offers a comprehensive range of easyto-use measurement and analysis equipment.
They are ideal for either solid particle or
liquid contaminants, sporadic checks or as
permanent installations, and are designed for
use in the lab or for heavy-duty use in the field.
The perfect measurement and analysis
equipment for every application.
Product range:
- Fluid sensors (to measure
particle contamination and water saturation)
- Sampling systems
- Laboratory equipment
- Component analysis equipment
- Software and controls
Customer benefits:
- Planned availability of systems and components
- Prevents disastrous consequential damages
to systems and related supply bottlenecks
- Prevents sudden stoppage times
- Reduces operating costs
- Preventive, condition-based maintenance
- Conserves resources
and protects the environment
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Accumulators E 30.000
Compact Hydraulics E 53.000

Filter Systems E 79.000

Process Technology E 77.000

Filter Technology E 70.000

Global Presence.
Local Expertise.
www.hydac.com

HYDAC Head Office
HYDAC Companies

Head Office
HYDAC INTERNATIONAL
GMBH

Industriegebiet
66280 Sulzbach/Saar
Germany
Phone: +49 6897 509-01
Fax: +49 6897 509-577
E-mail: info@hydac.com
Internet: www.hydac.com
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Cooling Systems DEF 57.000

Electronics E 180.000

Accessories E 61.000

HYDAC Sales and Service Partners

